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The Newsletter of the Canine Freestyle Federation, Inc. 
February 2014 

Paws to Dance 

  ® 

The Retreat-The Rhythm of My Heart 
by Joan Tennille 

The 2014 Retreat is about the Guilds and how they help CFF to train and to share the joy of 
Freestyle. Training and fun are descriptive words for training with creativity and artistry.  When con-
nected they are ingredients to produce the joy of training and working as a team. It is the Federation's 
way to share and celebrate Dog Work and CFF has been doing this for 20 years.  
        

As trainers, we delight opening a door. We have all seen and experienced the unique glow that 
is the essence of Freestyle, the oneness of a dog and human partner team, sensed kinesthetically and 
visually. We have come to the moment when rhythm as focus fuses with time and energy to produce 
freestyle’s purpose and intent.  None of this is possible without a training technique to teach the four 
skills required of freestyle, movement, performance, choreography and dog training.  Our retreats have 
emphasized our ability to train all aspects of our discipline 
 
  Guilds are the Federation’s representatives locally.   Kerri Elfvin represents the Guilds on the 
Federation Board. The guilds work with Kerri to spread the word of Freestyle and the Federation 
through demos, programs, seminars and titling events. Guilds hold classes, an important aspect, when 
there are no classes available in an area.  We have the only freestyle with a successful training pro-
gram, DogWork.  It is unique to our discipline. 
   

 The Retreat is planned to develop and review the relationships of the guilds teaching, produc-
ing titling events, increasing membership and to share the benefits of the Federation. There are sessions 
planned in communications, training and development.  Programs are offered to guide and support the 
goals of the Canine Freestyle Federation.  Training has always been a major interest at our Retreats.  
This year the theme is The Rhythm of My Heart. Our teaching staff includes Elaine Smith-Nabors, 
Kristen Sicotte, Sally Kirschenman, Jim Moore, Susan Colledge and Brandy Clymire.  There are tech-
nically oriented classes as well as creative/ choreography and artistic /performance opportunities. Once 
again there is a National trial and a fun guild event.  Of course there will also be all the camaraderie of 
fellow freestylers. Please check out the Web site, the Forum and your newsletter. Each will hold valua-
ble information on activities and instructors as we draw closer to the week  
 

 There is also a full day planned for judges’ training and review on Wednesday.  This is opened 
to the membership at a small additional expense and will be in held in the host hotel.       
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It is About the Relationship 
By:  Elaine Nabors 

 
 I am sure that you have seen beautiful 
teams of canine and human as they seem to 
bound together across the grass in an agility trial 
with an invisible connection or an obedience 
team that works together with quiet confidence as 
they take on the complex exercises put before 
them and you have thought to yourself that the 
team seems to have magic between them.  We 
see seamless connection radiate of out the suc-
cessful freestyle teams as they move as one being 
in the space and we feel as if we are sharing a 
beautiful secret with them, and of course, we are.   
 We have also all seen beautifully trained 
dogs following their owners commands and not 
felt that magic between them in agility, obedi-
ence and even in freestyle.  It is easier to feel 
than to describe with words and it may even be 
fleeting.  There are many beliefs about what 
makes one magic and another just great training 
without the magic.  I believe it comes down to 
the relationship. 
 Relationships take work.  All of them re-
quire an equality that will ebb and flow like the 
tide, but that equality must be worked on con-
stantly to remain true.  We all get too heavy on 
our dogs or too weak at times, but the human 
must work to set the relationship back in balance.  
Of course, relationships need trust, understand-
ing, empathy, and even tough love to really be 
sustainable.   
 Relationships are built over time.  You 
live the relationship.  You reap what you sow 
from day to day.   The amount of time you spend 
with your dog, how you handle daily challenges, 
how you lead and how you follow, make up the 
relationship.  How much enjoyable training you 
do or just plain playing with each other you do, 
daily, builds the relationship.  The relationship 
will and can be damaged by the things that you 
do each and everyday.  Dogs know when they 
have fair partners and they may obey the unfair, 
but the relationship will suffer.  When you step 
out into the freestyle space, you come naked with 
only the relationship you have with your dog, to 
clothe you.  Sometimes people believe that good 
training will do the trick, but it is only the Em-
peror’s New Robe.  People will see, no, FEEL 
the truth!!    

 It does not matter the breed or size of the 
dog.  A good relationship will shine through or a 
bad one will emerge.  People will notice.  People 
will feel.  CFF celebrates that beautiful relation-
ship and encourages all teams to bask in it with 
the help of creativity.  Thanks to CFF’s ability to 
give us this vessel, the beauty of the relationship 
bleeds over to all of the other venues.  Vera and I 
experienced this ourselves as we took High in 
Trial at an obedience show a few months back.  I 
was worried about stepping into the ring, espe-
cially with a Pitbull, but Joan told me to take 
over the ring and to show the relationship that I 
had built with my dog.  I decided to do just that.  
People were surprised to say the least to see a Pit 
in the ring and even more surprised to see her 
work.  It was the relationship that CFF had fos-
tered, that won that day.   
 When I was asked how I trained her to 
work like that.  I blamed CFF!!!   
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Topic author:jtennille Subject: Artistry what is it? 

This one word defines our freestyle. It is such an easy word. It just zips off our lips and yet there is no other 
word so misused. It is the signature word of freestyle and is,in my opinion, one half of the essence of freestyle. 
 Let’s start with  ARTISTRY IS THE LANGUAGE OF FREESTYLE. Joan 

Reply author:SKirschenman Replied on: 08/08/2012 08:38:33 Message: 

Well I think it is that "thing" that brings an emotional response. It is that lump in your throat or "just look at 
that". I also think our partners know when it is there, they feel that moment is special and their eyes take on a 
brighter light. 

Reply author:tr iciakoontz Replied on: 08/08/2012 14:13:23 Message: 

For someone who thinks there is only one “right” way to perform a movement, artistry can be a struggle. What I 
love about freestyle is that it stirs my soul on so many levels and artistry is the reason why that is so. I could not 
have said exactly what it is about CFF that thrills and excites me until Joan made this provocative post. What I 
most love about freestyle is the artistry.Artistry is the freedom to create something new, something that stirs the 
soul, something that makes us laugh and cry at the same time. I see artistry in every aspect of CFF. I see it in the 
fascinating choreography teams create, in the expansive music choices and in Jim's magic with editing, in the 
wondrous variety of human/canine team relationships, in the evocative shapes that teams create on the floor ... 
well, you get the idea!   Artistry: Art is TRY (it)!! The more I try, the more I am able to get out of the rigid 
"right" mind and into the creative mind. Thank you CFF for this opportunity to tap into the heart.    

Reply author:jtennille Replied on: 08/13/2012 12:26:31 Message: 

We use artistry frequently. It is both an easy and hard word to understand. Yes, it is an emotional experience. 
Artistry is that thing that makes you cry unexpectedly at the strangest moments. It makes you do things, such as 
moving to the edge of your seat to become more intensely involved in viewing a painting, listening to a musical 
composition, even when watching the Olympics or a sports event. It draws you in, and it releases you out slowly. 
As an observer or a spectator it is artistry that focuses and involves us visually, audibly, kinesthetically and men-
tally. Artistry is magical and in some instances spiritual. As instructors we can guide and lead and push students 
to reach for the freedom of artistry. It is after all a choice. Only to find that elusive magic you first have to trust, 
then share and finally celebrate. NO! I am not talking about your instructor or other human training companions 
or friends. You have to TRUST YOUR PARTNER, THE DOG. You have to train together first for technical 
accuracy relative to position while learning to move as a single entity. To move as one in perfect harmony and 
balance, forward, backward, sideward and around. To move or not to move relative to direction at any speed, 
tempo or gait; to maintain even when not moving the essence of movement, and at all possible levels. Until we 
have trained movement technically we cannot wrap it in a concept nor can we add an intent. This is why we 
teach and train conceptually. Simply put. Artistry is expressing movement with an intent by crafting shapes and 
designs as a non-verbal language to communicate intent and objective. BUT! AND THAT IS A BIG BUT! 
Without the mutual trust you will never succeed artistically. Please learn to trust. Joan 

© 2000-06 Canine Freestyle Federation, Inc.  

Echoes From the Forum 
 

Editor’s Note: Before the old Forum was closed down, Gaea Mitchel valiantly spent hours har-
vesting from it the exchanges that seem valuable. So now we have, safely stored, all those conversa-
tions, fits of creativity and words of wisdom from our founder, Joan Tennille and many others. Edited 
versions of these posts from the forum will appear here, in the Paws to Dance. 
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Guild News—Staccato Notes 
By Patricia Koontz 

Canis Major Guild 
By Julia Gregory 

The Carolina Canine Freestyle Guild is enjoying 
a busy new year! We have classes scheduled for 
many weeks throughout the spring months in two 
different locations. Happily, there are a good 
number of newcomers to the sport and several of 
them have joined CFF. It makes your heart sing 
when a student says, “This freestyle is a unique 
and wonderful way to grow in my relationship 
with my dog!” Other upcoming plans for our 
guild include the June retreat; we already have a 
large contingent of members who plan to attend 
and some who also plan to show at the one day 
National Specialty Trial.  We’ll surely be there in 
Winston Salem ready to help in any way that we 
can. Members who have attended previous re-
treats assured new members that the CFF retreat 
experience will be loads of fun, inspirational, and 
a great way to connect with other freestyle folks 
from around the country.  
 
The idea of sponsoring a titling event was a hot 
topic at our first guild meeting of 2014 on Febru-
ary 8th. In addition there was lively discussion on 
the use of videos, a website, and a possible demo 
at the North Carolina State Veterinary School 
Open House in Raleigh, North Carolina. Our first 
Guild Meeting included a training session which 
proved to be very useful. Barbara Long, our 
Training Director, led us with an excellent re-
view of appropriate show attire in freestyle. The 
discussion was all based on the concept of re-
spect for judges, for the spectators, and, as al-
ways, for the dog! Then we had the opportunity 
to each walk our dogs in front of a series of large 
swatches of material in various colors. The guild 
members voiced opinions on how well each color 
in the various swatches enhanced the dog. Of 
course, sometimes, a particular color proved to 
be worse than simple “lack of enhancement”. 
Sometimes a dog literally disappeared against a 
piece of material or seemed diminished in some 
way. Perception! How it plays such a huge role 
in our sport on so many levels. Photos were taken 
so that each person would be able to see why 

they got the feedback that was given. Barbara 
credited Leila Widgren of the North Coast guild, 
with the great idea of using colorful swatches of 
material in this lesson. So we’re off and running 
in the Carolina Guild. We are looking forward to 
seeing many of our CFF friends in June. 
 

Here in Chattanooga we’ve had a shot in the arm! 
Gaea Mitchel (our fearless president) kindly agreed 
to teach a beginner class at the Obedience Club of 
Chattanooga for the Canis Major guild during the 
time she has been temporarily living here.  The net 
result has been two new, solid performers whom 
you might begin to see at titling events. Hurray! 
Meanwhile, fun was brewing in Cumming, Geor-
gia, where Tammy Roberts, the owner of Family 
Pet Obedience School organized a class for Julia 
Gregory to teach. That class has met twice now, 
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 and there are eight and a half dog-handler teams attending. (Tammy can only come to half of the clas-
ses, but there was NO WAY I was telling her she couldn’t come!) What a pleasure to be free simply to 
teach and not have to do all the organizing, forms, money and reminders! This is the life! We’ll keep 
you posted on the progress of these promising folk. Perhaps you’ll meet some of them at retreat. The 
Family Pet Obedience class appears in the photo below. 
 

by Sue Osborn 
 
Last year we held monthly meetings to stay in touch with members far and near to work on freestyle goals.  This year our 
guild monthly meetings have changed to weekly meet ups to work together with our dogs. We work in parking lots, basket-
ball courts and, on rainy days, inside a garage. Meeting up on a weekly basis is keeping canine freestyle fresh, keeping us 
focused with our dogs, and encouraging us to work on creative movements, and to practice! 
 
Our goals for 2014: Continue training with our dogs, work on individual routines, and look for opportunities to perform 
demonstrations for local dog-training clubs, dog groups and at dog shows to garner interest in our guild. 
 
Debbie Crain and I 
are looking forward 
to the CFF 2014 
Retreat in June to 
further strengthen 
our skills and 
knowledge about 
freestyle dancing! 
 

 

Sue with Dakota 
and Debbie with 
Mayo working 
on routines on 
court and parking 
lot. 
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by  Leila Widgren by Kathy Noble 

Old man Winter has really given us more than a one
-two punch here in the Maryland/Virginia area, but I 
guess there are many others all around the country 
who are also facing colder-than-usual temperatures, 
wind-chill factors in the minus double digits and 
one-after-another snows. Everyone is tired of hear-
ing the latest on the “Polar Vortex”, which is some-
thing most of us had never heard of before and kind 
of thought was a science fiction thing when it was 
first mentioned. Class meetings have had to be can-
celled because of snow days or ice, and folks arrive 
in class looking a bit like the Michelin Tire Man 
(okay, who has the most layers on today???). For 
many of us, the issue of proper exercise for our dogs 
has been a very real concern because of ice, snow, 
and extreme cold. This is when we are all especially 
thankful for our Freestyle work, which keeps our 
dogs’ heads clear and their bodies in balance. The 
dogs, too, seem particularly enthusiastic about their 
work, their joyful attitudes bringing everyone pleas-
ure. 
 
The November trial is well past now, with some 
new titles earned among the Sirius Guild members. 
Congratulations to Sally Kirschenman and Lily, for 
their new II title, and Cinda Verbin and Bandit for 
their II title as well. Betty Swenson and Yahtzee 
received the highest artistic score BOTH DAYS for 
their beautiful routine! Well done, All! 
 
Now it’s time to look forward to the next trial (the 
retreat is coming up and will be held in Winston 
Salem this year) and plan new and exciting routines. 
It seems that the cycle of “develop routine/practice 
and refine routine/trial” is a cycle somehow related 
to the turn of the seasons. If that is so, perhaps we 
can look forward to some really amazing routines 
next time, as a result of this really amazing winter! 

These days the North Coast should be called the 
Arctic Coast!  The polar vortex sent temperatures 
and wind chills plummeting into the negative num-
bers, but this didn’t dampen our spirits!   
 
On the contrary, our Intro to Freestyle Class still 
met to learn about the basics of freestyle.  At the 
end of the Intro class, the students and the guild 
members participated in our customary Evening of 
Sharing.  The students were given a creative phrase 
assignment during the last session of the class and 
had a week to prepare their creative study.  Family, 
friends, and those that are interested in learning 
more about CFF freestyle were invited to come and 
watch the celebration of dog work put on by the 
guild and students.  The guild members shared their 
routines and phrases they are working on and the 
students shared their creative studies.  Oh, and of 
course we dined on home-baked goods during and 
afterwards! 
 
Some of our teams are spending their free time in 
iTunes and busy trying to obtain that perfect music 
selection for their canine partner.  Others are chore-
ographing and trying out phrases in the hopes of 
capturing the essence of their canine partner’s ex-
quisite movements and being.  In each work ses-
sion, we’ll be examining the choreographic con-
cepts in an interactive study, discussion, and 
demonstration during our work session. 
 
It’s been a hard winter and we’ve had to cancel 
some practice sessions, but our guild members have 
had cause for celebrations on many fronts:  a dog 
lost for 9 months is back in her owner’s arms, patel-
las are healing well, spunk has returned and PT is 
not the only focus these days.  Music that fits like a 
glove has been found, toes are healing, old routines 
have been retired and new routines are being born, 
it’s been proven that puppies grow up, brand new 
students are impressive and “getting it”, and spring 
is just around the corner! 
 
Cheers from the North Coast! 
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Canine Freestyle Federation Titling Events 
Sponsored by the First Florida Freestylers Guild 

Saturday February 15, 2014 Results 
 

Level I 
First Place Leonor  Kasten’s Australian Terrier Temora’s 
Dancing Zoe 
Second Place Kerr i Elfvin’s English Setter Bently Atworth 
 

Level II 
First Place Barbara Butler ’s Border Collie Cyclone Tartan 
Crest NEW TITLE 
Second Place Denise Gaboury’s Doberman Pinscher Rascala 
Idle Merit 
Third Place Maria Oehler ’s Belgian Tervuren CH  
Woodlawn’s Razzle Dazzle ‘Em 
Fourth Place Kristen Sawyer ’s All American Cole 
  

Level IIB 
First Place Annette Johnson’s Chihuahua Cherokee’s JM 
C&GS All Riled Up NEW TITLE 
Second Place Ann Holder ’s Toy Poodle Sylon Red Ginger 
Rose RN NEW TITLE 
Third Place Leonor  Kasten’s Sealyham Terrier Spicey Lucky 
Charm 
 

Level II  Brace 
First Place Marilyn Hulme’s Beagles Lanbur Wild  
Pandemonium, CFFIV and 
Lanbur Rosies Are Red, CFFIII, CFF III-T  
 

Level III  
First Place Virginia S Ruskuski’s Australian Shepherd  
U-CDX Ibeski’s Careless Wishes NEW TITLE 
Second Place Wendy Keighley’s Labrador Retriever Lark, 
CGC, TD, CFF II 
Third Place Ann Holder ’s Toy Poodle Nanjac Firestarter RN 
 

Level IV 
First Place Marilyn Hulme’s Beagle Lanbur Rosies Are Red, 
CFFIII, CFF III-T NEW TITLE 
Second Place Leonor  Kasten ‘s  Giant Schnauzer Kenro’s 
Zesty Ziva David, CFFIV 
Third Place Beth Ber ry’s Chihuahua Emma Louisa, CFFIV 
    

Highest Artistic Score 
Annette Johnson’s Chihuahua Cherokee’s JM C&GS All Riled 

Up 
 

The Grail Award 
Awarded to the highest scoring team in Teamwork.  

Annette Johnson’s Chihuahua Cherokee’s JM C&GS All Riled 
Up 

 
 

Sunday February 16, 2014 Results 
 

Level I 

First Place Kerr i Elfvin’s English Setter Bently Atworth 
NEW TITLE 
Second Place Leonor  Kasten’s Australian Terrier  
Temora’s Dancing Zoe 
   

Level II 
First Place Maria Oehler ’s Belgian Tervuren CH  
Woodlawn’s Razzle Dazzle ‘Em NEW TITLE 
Second Place Barbara Butler ’s Border Collie Cyclone  
Tartan Crest 
Third Place Emily Bradley’s Cavalier King Charles  
Spaniel Eagleshire Oliver 
Fourth Place Kristen Sawyer ’s All American Cole 
  

Level IIB 
First Place Ann Holder ’s Toy Poodle Sylon Red Ginger 
Rose RN 
Second Place Leonor  Kasten’s Sealyham Terrier Spicey 
Lucky Charm 
 

Level II  Brace 
First Place Marilyn Hulme’s Beagles Lanbur Wild  
Pandemonium, CFFIV and 
Lanbur Rosies Are Red, CFFIII, CFF III-T NEW TITLE 
 

Level III  
First Place Virginia S Ruskuski’s Australian Shepherd  
U-CDX Ibeski’s Careless Wishes 
Second Place Ann Holder ’s Toy Poodle Nanjac Firestart-
er RN NEW TITLE 
Third Place Wendy Keighley’s Labrador Retriever Lark, 
CGC, TD, CFF II 
 

Level IV 
First Place Marilyn Hulme’s Beagle Lanbur Rosies Are 
Red, CFFIII, CFF III-T 
Second Place Beth Ber ry’s Chihuahua Emma Louisa, 
CFFIV 
Third Place Leonor  Kasten ‘s  Giant Schnauzer Kenro’s 
Zesty Ziva David, CFFIV 
 

Highest Artistic Score 
Marilyn Hulme’s Brace of Beagles Lanbur Wild  
Pandemonium, CFFIV and 
Lanbur Rosies Are Red, CFFIII, CFF III-T 

l 
The Grail Award 

Awarded to the highest scoring team in Teamwork 
Marilyn Hulme’s Brace of Beagles Lanbur Wild  
Pandemonium, CFFIV and Lanbur Rosies Are Red, 
CFFIII, CFF III-T 

The event was held at the Harvest Fellowship Church in Jacksonville, Florida. The judges were; Brandy Clymire, Cathy  
Nirenberg, Betty Swenson and Joan Tennille   A huge thank you goes out to the members of the First Florida Freestylers Guild 

who put so much effort into making this event a tremendous success. 
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Judges’ Notes 

Judges Report from the First Florida Freestyl-
ers Guild Titling Event 

by 
Brandy Clymire, Cathy Nirenberg, Betty Swenson and 

Joan Tennille 
Compiled by Ann Holder 

 
The judges were unanimous in their appreciation of the 
show site.  There was adequate parking and space for all 
the related activities of a trial.  The trial was well-
organized and the guild members worked well together to 
support all aspects of the event.  The exhibitors were well 
prepared, well coached on how to enter the performance 
space, honor, and move to opening positions.  There was 
an improvement in the choreography and performance ap-
parent in all four testing levels.  The exhibitors focused on 
the dog work and fulfilled the definition and the required 
elements at all levels.  It was a pleasure to judge your 
teams!  Dogs were well groomed and handlers for the most 
part were appropriately attired. 
 
Level I; Dogs were animated and the presentations fulfilled 
the requirements and elements sufficiently.  The essence of 
team and oneness was strong and well-defined.  The crisp-
ness and artistry in relation to space as a design element 
and a requirement was sufficient and slightly above.  Both 
dogs were happy, having fun and enjoying the “work”. 
 
 Level II A and B: Good opening shapes and development 
of choreography using contrasts and repetitions.  Choreog-
raphy was unique for each team and most musical choices 
were quite good. 
 
Level II Brace: A great piece of choreography and training.  
It was well done technically, artistically and creatively. 
 
Level III and IV: Looking for oneness and mutual honor 
and respect yet did not always see this.  Coaches need to be 
vigilant to prevent handler focused performance.  Care 
must be taken in choreographing for older dogs to prevent 
over-facing the dog and over-powering the dog with music 
choice.  These teams are the inspiration for the Novice lev-
els and have set a good standard for the guild members to 
strive toward. 
 
Suggestions for Improvement: 
Training: 
   Judge 1:  Make sure as a handler that you adjust your 
stride to the dog’s rhythm.  I should not see this problem at 
Level III.  CFF does not require absolute heel position but 
dog needs to be in reasonable relation to handlers hip, not 
two feet behind. 
   Judge 2:  In Level II, I would have liked to see a more 
fluid and smooth floor pattern from the honoring to the 
opening shape. It seemed a bit choppy for this level.  
 

   Judge 3:  Smooth our transitions.  Keep working on up-
per level skills.  Novice levels need a bit more polish to 
achieve their titles but for only seven months between 
shows, the routines were exciting and they did well. 
 
Teamwork: 
   Judge 1:  At Level III we should not see the handler tak-
ing over the music or the focus from their dog yet that hap-
pened in two of the three presentations. Two presentations 
indicated that the human did not trust the dog.This is a NO-
NO at this level. 
   Judge 2: Continue to work on and improve that connec-
tion between you and your dog. 
 
Choreography: 
   Judge 1:  At level IV there were two “linear choreogra-
phies” in which the team just went back and forth on one or 
two planes or lines.  The rules say fill the space with move-
ment.  Go back and review your concepts on using space as 
a design element which is a requirement for Level II. At 
the Novice level, I would have liked to see some imagina-
tion relative to expressing the choice of music in relation-
ship to the dog’s rhythm. These levels are about the dog 
moving forward but also it should show the human part-
ner’s enhancement and framing of the dog’s movement.  
There were lots of “What If” possibilities here that were 
not explored. Would like to see the handler’s ability to 
frame and support the dog by changing directions or facing 
to enhance the focus on the drive of the dog, the dog’s 
training the reference positions and the use of gait. 
Music: 
Judge 1:  The music editing needs improvement.  There 
were three music selections in the novice levels that led 
individuals to lose 0.5 -1.0 because the edits were distract-
ing to the last impression which is so important in judging.  
Take advantage of CFF’s music editing service. 
   Judge 2:  A couple of poorly edited music choices which 
influenced scoring. 
 
Artistry and Performance:  
   Judge 1.  There was one manipulative and/or contrived 
opening shape. It came as a jolt right in the beginning and 
it takes a while to get back into the performance.  Most 
performances started out well but if there were problems 
they seemed to happen just past the beginning and in the 
transition into the middle sections.  Musically, most were 
using the music as an enhancement to achieve unity but 
once the human partner takes over it is very hard to discern 
what is going on or what the movement is saying. As a 
medium for expression, the change of focus is distracting 
and fringes on disastrous.  See the concept about the ele-
ments of design. 
Judge 2:  The majority of handlers were appropriately at-
tired but a few were a bit casual for my taste. 
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THE RHYTHM OF MY HEART 

20 Years of Canine Freestyle! 

Canine Freestyle Federation 

7th Biennial National Retreat and Titling Event 

 
 

 
 

 

Come Share the Joy! 

Wed. June 25th—Sun. June 29th 
 

Winston –Salem Dog Training Club 
3800 Bethania Station Road 
Winston-Salem, NC 27116 

 
The Retreat runs from Thursday thru Sunday.   

 
There is an additional day on Wednesday June 25th set aside for judges training and review.  Anyone 
interested in possibly becoming a judge or the learning the judges’ perspective may audit for $ 25.00, 
lunch included.  This session is at the host hotel. 
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Training the dog and the team in movement, performance, choreography. 
To celebrate dog work creatively and artistically 

 
Technical work: a look at required elements and movements 
Making Movement talk: the artistry of Freestyle 
Creating the test – involving the spectators 
Choosing the music 
Developing the team 

 

Outstanding instructors will guide you on your DogWork journey.  Reach your full po-
tential as a team.  The weekend offers fun, camaraderie and lots of Freestyle.  
Elaine  Nabors and Kristin Sicotte – Keynote Class The Power of the Pause; 
Brandy Clymire A look at communications – newsletter, web forum, You Tube Face-
book, etc. 
 

Schedule of Events 
 Thursday: Technical Day 
        AM: Registration 
        PM:  Welcome 
        Presentation Heelwork; Technical Stations; Individual Technical work 
  EVENING Pizza Party at the hotel  
 

 Friday: Artistry & Performance 
  AM: National Retreat Titling Event (separate entry form and fee) 
  PM: Keynote Class: Dynamics 
   Artistic Presentation Class; General Meeting 
  EVENING: Guild Planning time 
 

 Saturday: Choreography – Developing the Intent 
  AM: Small group meeting - Guilds and Officers 
          Development of Phrases 
          Panel Discussion – Preparing for Performance 
  PM: Our digital presence 
          Phrase Work, Guild practice time 
 Sunday:  
  Guild Performance Challenge – Team Presentations 
  Wrap up and Goodbye 
 

                                                               Hotel Information  
La Quinta Inn and Suites;2020 Griffin Street; Winston-Salem, NC 27103(336)765-8777 
CFF has reserved a block of rooms for Wednesday night June 25 through Saturday night 

June 29.  Be sure and mention Canine Freestyle Federation, not just CFF, when 
you call to reserve a room.  The rate is $ 80.10 + tax per night for the first two 
nights and $ 71.10 + tax per night for the second two nights.  The block will be 
held until May 31st. 
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Registration Information 
 Fees: Early r egistration by Apr il 25, 2014  
    CFF Members $ 100.00  Audit $ 75.00   Non CFF members $ 125.00  Audit $ 100.00 
            After April 25, 2014 
    CFF Members $ 135.00  Audit $100.00  Non CFF members $ 160.00  Audit $ 125.00 
 
Cost for the full 4 day retreat includes all classes, 3 lunches, Pizza Party Thursday night.   
           La Quinta has a breakfast buffet for registered guests. 
 
 Crate space is limited.  You may only work one dog in classes.  You may put more than one dog 
in an appropriate sized crate or stack a crate on top of your one allotted space.   
 
 NC law does not allow dogs to be left in cars in the summer weather. 

Registration Form:  Register  by Apr il 25, 2014     
 CFF Members $ 100.00  Audit $ 75.00   Non CFF members $ 125.00  Audit $ 100.00 
            After April 25, 2014 
 CFF Members $ 135.00  Audit $100.00  Non CFF members $ 160.00  Audit $ 125.00 
 
Mail Registration to Marian Hardy 4 Orchard Way N Rockville, MD 20854 or  
 Pay on line through the CFF Shopping Cart on Paytrace and mail your information to the above  
address. 
Name___________________________________ Audit Judges Training Wed ($25)____ 

Address_____________________________________________________________ 

City__________________________________ State_________ ZIP______________ 

Email_________________________________Phone_________________________ 

CFF Member__   Audit____    Non CFF Member__   Audit____ 

CFF Titles None___ Level I___ Level II___ Level III___   Level IV___ CFFCH____ 

Dietary Restrictions__________________________________ 

Breed of Dog_______________________ 

Size of Dog: Small___ Medium____ Large____ Size of Crate____________ 

NOTE: Separate entry form and fee for the National Retreat Titling Event  Premium with enbtry 

form will be available on the CFF Web site www.canine-freestyle org  

Want to Save Trees and CFF Money? 
 

 Request the quarterly newsletter Paws to Dance by email.  This will save the number of copies printed 
and reduce CFF's cost of printing and mailing plus you will get your newsletter several days earlier.  In 
addition you will see color photos from events as opposed to the black and white in the printed news-
letters.  To receive your newsletter by email just send Carl Tennille an email with the subject being 
CFF newsletter by email.  Carl's email address is ctennille@aol.com 

mailto:ctennille@aol.com
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FIRST CLASS MAIL 

CFF, Inc. 
c/o Julia M. Gregory 
222 Parks Road 
McDonald, TN 37353 
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